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[1] Short time variations of Mercury’s exosphere cannot
be tracked easily from ground based observatories because
of the difficulty of distinguishing them from Earth
atmospheric effects. On July 13th 2008, using THEMIS
solar telescope, we were able to simultaneously measure
brightness, Doppler shift and width of the exospheric
sodium D2 emission line during half a day with a resolving
power of 370,000. Mercury’s exosphere displayed an
emission brightness peak in the Northern hemisphere which
vanished in few hours and a more persistent Southern
Hemispheric peak. The bulk Doppler shift of the exosphere
suggests a period of strong escape from Mercury. The
global changes of the Doppler shift and of the Doppler
width suggest that a cloud of sodium atoms ejected before
or at the beginning of our sequence of observations passed
through THEMIS field of view moving anti-sunward. A
preferentially southern ejection of sodium atoms leading to
the observed persistent southern emission peak is consistent
with the orientation of the Interplanetary Magnetic Field
during that period. Citation: Leblanc, F., A. Doressoundiram,
N. Schneider, S. Massetti, M. Wedlund, A. Lo´pez Ariste, C. Barbieri,
V. Mangano, and G. Cremonese (2009), Short-term variations of
Mercury’s Na exosphere observed with very high spectral resolution,
Geophys. Res. Lett., 36, L07201, doi:10.1029/2009GL038089.
1. Introduction
[2] Mercury’s sodium exosphere was observed by Potter
and Morgan [1990] to be variable on timescales of an Earth
day (that is 10 minutes of Mercury solar time) with
high latitude peaks in emission brightness appearing and
disappearing in few Earth days. Potter et al. [2006]
suggested that the solar wind might play a key role in
producing such observed localized peaks and their short time
variability. The reconnection between the interplanetary
magnetic field (IMF) lines and Mercury’s magnetic field
lines would allow the solar wind to penetrate through
Mercury’s magnetospheric cusps [Massetti et al., 2007].
The solar wind particles would then impact Mercury’s
surface inducing the sputtering of surface Na atoms leading
to localized increases of the sodium exospheric density at
high latitudes.
[3] Following Massetti et al. [2007], the solar wind
density and velocity control the efficiency of the solar wind
sputtering whereas the IMF orientation controls the size and
position of the region where the solar wind particles impact
Mercury’s surface. When the radial component of the IMF
is sunward and is the dominant component, the solar wind
particles are predicted to preferentially impact the Southern
hemisphere in a region whose size and position are driven by
the two other components of the IMF. An opposite situation
(anti-sunward IMF radial component) was encountered
during MESSENGER first flyby with a more intense
northern sodium emission than southern [McClintock et
al., 2008].
[4] The solar wind and IMF conditions changing on time
scales much shorter than one Earth day, the exospheric
signatures of the solar wind sputtering at Mercury should
also change within few Earth hours. One of the problems
with tracking short time variations from Earth is that, in few
hours, Mercury is observed through various atmospheric
conditions which are a significant potential source of
misinterpretation.
[5] In this paper, we discuss the first simultaneous
observations of Mercury’s sodium brightness, Doppler shift
and width during more than 10 continuous hours thanks to
the very high resolution of THEMIS solar telescope and
its capability to image Mercury’s exosphere throughout
daylight. Section 2 provides the information on these
observations and the analysis performed, and sections 3
and 4 report discussion and conclusions, respectively.
2. Observations and Analysis
[6] THEMIS [Lo´pez Ariste et al., 2000] is a French-
Italian solar telescope on the Canary Island of Tenerife with
a 0.9 m primary mirror (with a central obscuration of 0.4 m)
and a 15.04 m focal length. The slit size was 0.25’’  69.6’’
and the spectral resolution of 15.9 mA˚ provided
370,000 resolving power. One camera is used to measure
the D2 at 5890 A˚ Na emission line covering a spectral range
of4 A˚ and is composed of 512 by 512 pixels at 7.8mA˚/pixel
spectral dispersion. The observation was obtained on the 13th
July 2008 between 06:19 and 18:22 UT (08:19–20:22 local
time). Mercury’s true anomaly angle (TAA) was between
308.8 and 311.5, the phase angle was between 67.3 and
65.4 and Mercury’s radius (RM) was 3.05’’. We were facing
the dusk side of Mercury and were seeing 70% of Mercury’s
illuminated disk.Mercury’s heliocentric distance was 0.33 AU
and its heliocentric radial velocity was between 7.8 and
7.5 km/s (towards the Sun). The slit was oriented along
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Mercury’s North/South axis and Mercury’s exosphere was
scanned with the slit automatically moved between each
position in a direction perpendicular to the slit. Because the
sky conditions were deteriorating, the two last scans were
performed with lower resolution (220,000 and 27 mA˚ spectral
resolution)with a slit of 0.5’’ 118’’ size. Details on each scan
are provided in Table 1.
[7] The telescope provided tip-tilt corrections at
1 kiloHertz. At each slit position, ten individual exposures
of twenty seconds were taken with negligible overhead for
CCD readout and slit motions. The data were bias corrected
and flat fielded. The flat field was obtained by observing the
Sun using a special mode avoiding solar bright or dark
spots. Spectral calibration was carefully performed, during
the whole sequence of observation, using solar spectra
obtained at four different times. The sky background was
calculated from two segments at each end of the slit
interpolated over the whole slit by fitting these two parts
with a second degree polynomial. In order to subtract the
reflected solar spectrum from Mercury’s surface, we used
the solar spectrum obtained for the closest atmospheric
terrestrial conditions (similar air mass and zenith angle),
shifted in wavelength, and scaled to the measurements. The
exospheric emission line is then integrated subtracting an
average background level calculated outside the emission
line. We then fitted the emission line with a Gaussian
function and derived the Doppler shift and the spectral full
width at half maximum (FWHM) of the emission line after
correction by the effect of the point spread function of the
instrument. The Doppler shift of Mercury’s exospheric line
in Mercury’s frame was determined using JPL/Horizon
ephemerides. We estimated the uncertainty on the Doppler
shift as 0.25 km/s. The brightness calibration is based on
the Hapke theoretical model of the reflected solar light from
Mercury’s surface, which has the advantage of avoiding any
uncertainty due to Earth’s atmospheric absorption [Sprague
et al., 1997]. We have also developed a method to evaluate
the uncertainty on the absolute calibration due to the
uncertainty of position of the slit on Mercury’s illuminated
disk [Leblanc et al., 2008].
3. Results
[8] Figure 1 shows the measured emission brightness
during six of the best scans described in Table 1. The
quality of the images is validated by our estimate of the
seeing value and by the image of the continuum [Leblanc et
al., 2008]. As shown in Table 1, 4th column, these scans
were obtained for comparable atmospheric conditions. As
displayed in Figure 1, there are distinct Northern and
Southern exospheric peaks structure during scans 4 and 8,
followed by a progressive disappearance of the northern
peak in less than five hours, whereas the southern peak is
still evident up to scan 22 (more than 11 hours later, see also
Table 1 last column). The average emission brightness
intensity (Table 1: fifth column) displays minima during
scans 10 and 13–16, a significant maximum during scan 12
and an increase from scan 17 up to the end of the
observation.
[9] In Figure 2, the spatial distribution of the Doppler
shift associated to each plot of Figure 1 is shown. In Table 1
(6th column) we also provide the Doppler shift of the sum
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of all pixels for each scan (Figure 3). This Doppler shift is
always negative and displays minima at scan 8 and at the
end of the observation and a maximum at scan 12. A
positive Doppler shift corresponds to atoms moving away
from the observer and mainly anti-sunward. The Doppler
shift as seen from Earth depends on the angle between the
line of sight and the vector normal to the surface, the
sodium atoms being ejected preferentially perpendicularly
to the surface. Since sodium atoms are also pushed anti-
sunward by the solar radiation pressure, such a Doppler
shift will also depend on the angle between the line of sight
and the solar zenith angle. For quiet conditions, we should
observe a globally negative Doppler shift of the atoms along
the line of sight with maxima at the solar limb and in the
anti-solar direction (bottom and top parts of each panel) and
a minimum at the sub-Earth point. Such a minimum of the
Doppler shift at the center of the apparent disk is observed
in Figure 2, for scans 4, 8 and 10 as well as for scans 13 to
17. A globally negative Doppler shift (Figure 3) implies
also that a significant part of the observed exosphere was
not dominantly gravitationally bounded to Mercury. In the
contrary, we should have observed a globally null Doppler
shift in Mercury’s frame.
[10] Leblanc et al. [2008] observed an enlargement of the
Doppler spectral line in association with peak of emission
brightness and interpreted this as the signature of an
energetic process of ejection. The Doppler width distribu-
tion during the 6 scans displayed Figures 1 and 2 is shown
in Figure 4. We observe a slightly hotter southern hemi-
sphere than the northern during the whole sequence of
observation. Two episodes of increase of the Doppler width
appear also to occur during scans 8 and 10 and during scans
16 and 17 in Figure 4 (also evident in the average Doppler
width displayed 7th column of Table 1). Therefore, during
these two periods of maximum Doppler width, it is probable
that solar wind sputtering increased leading to a local
increase of the Doppler width and to the Doppler shift
minima during scan 8 and less evidently during scans 16–
17. The association between Doppler width and peak of
emission is not as clear for these observations as for the one
reported by Leblanc et al. [2008]. This can be explained by
worse seeing conditions, Mercury being also closer to the
Earth in 2007, but also as a signature of the weakness of the
energetic processes during our observation. Moreover, most
of the atoms producing the southern and northern brightness
peaks were probably ejected before the start of our obser-
vation, so that they either already moved away from the
region of ejection for the most energetic particles as
suggested by Figure 4 or partially thermalized by reimpact-
ing the surface.
[11] Scan 12 is the only scan which does not display a
clear minimum of the Doppler shift at the center of the
apparent disk. We interpret it as the path of another cloud of
sodium moving anti-sunward, with positive Doppler shift as
suggested by the peak of the average brightness, Figure 1,
during scan 12 but without brighter high latitude peaks.
Such atoms may have been ejected before scan 10, as
suggested by the increase of the Doppler width. The rate
of ejection towards the observer between scans 4 and 10,
should have peaked during scan 8, as suggested by the
contrast between the emission brightness of the high latitude
Figure 1. Emission brightness during the six consecutive
scans on the 2008/07/13. Mercury’s disk is plotted. The
white dashed lines are longitudes on the nightside region.
The scan of Mercury is done from bottom to top of each
panel. Only pixels where the signal/noise ratio was greater
than 150 are plotted.
Figure 2. Doppler shift of the Na D2 emission line in
Mercury’s frame. A positive Doppler shift means that the
Na atoms move on average away from the observer whereas
a negative Doppler corresponds to Na atoms moving
towards the observer. Only pixels where the signal/noise
ratio was greater than 150 are plotted.
Figure 3. Spectra of the measured signal obtained by
summing all pixels with signal/noise ratio larger than 150.
(left) The sky contribution to the measured spectra was
subtracted but not the solar reflected light on Mercury’s
surface. (right) Same as Figure 3 (left) but with the solar
reflected light on Mercury’s surface subtracted. Each
spectrum is plotted in Mercury’s exospheric frame (zero
Doppler shift, vertical dashed line).
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peaks with the rest of the exosphere. An episode of strong
ejection during scan 8 is also suggested by the minimum of
the Doppler shift close to the subsolar region. The minimum
of average emission brightness during scan 10 (Table 1, 5th
column) could have been due to those atoms ejected before
scan 10 being slowed down by solar radiation pressure
(around 180 cm s2 at TAA = 310 [Smyth and Marconi,
1995]) down to a null velocity with respect to the Sun (and
therefore passing through a minimum of the number of solar
photons a sodium atom could scatter) before moving anti-
sunward. The minimum of the Doppler width during scan
13 would be then the signature of a quiet period during
which energetic ejection decreased. If f1 represents the total
number of atoms of the bulk exosphere with a Doppler shift
V1 and f2 the atoms in the cloud moving with a Doppler
shift of V2, then the average measured Doppler shift
observed during scan 12 would be equal to V = (V1  f1 +
V2 f2)/(f1 + f2) if the exosphere is assumed to be optically
thin. V1 is the average Doppler shift measured when no
second population is present, that is V1  0.9 km/s (scan
13). The cloud population when ejected from the surface
should have a velocity of the order of 1.2 km/s (scan 8)
and should reimpact the surface with a similar velocity, that
is, V2  +1.2 km/s, implying, f1  41  f2 (V = 0.85 km/s
for scan 12). Therefore, apart from any consideration of
scattering efficiency, the increase of exospheric atoms
needed to produce the Doppler shift signature observed
during scan 12 (f2) should represent only few percent of the
total exospheric sodium atomic population (f1) in good
agreement with the total emission brightness variation
(Table 1, 5th column). A similar episode of ejection
apparently occurred after scan 16 (from the Doppler
width increase) but will be not discussed here because the
conditions of observation worsened after scan 16.
[12] In summary, the presence of a persistent peak in
emission brightness in the southern hemisphere during more
than 11 hours seems to be due to at least two consecutive
events of solar wind sputtering and preferentially in the
Southern hemisphere. The Northern peak remained visible
from Earth for a few hours which suggests that after being
initiated by a dramatic increase of the ejection rate, probably
before the start of our observation (if not we would have
seen a signature in the Doppler width during scan 4), the
peak in exospheric density progressively fades away during
several hours being partially maintained by recycling and
induced diffusion in the surface. In the contrary, the
apparently more persistent southern peak might be
explained by one or more subsequent episodes of preferen-
tially southern ejection as indicated by the Doppler width
signatures. These episodes of ejection were probably weak
as suggested by the lack of significant variation of the total
emission brightness.
[13] It is possible to infer the variation and orientation of
the IMF during the period of our observations by using
Advanced Composition Explorer measurements (ACE,
which was 20 Earth radii above the equatorial plane) and
the Wilcox Solar Observatory solar data (WSO). At that
time, WSO indicates that both Earth and Mercury were
above the equatorial plane by 4 and 2.5 respectively. The
correction due to the Earth–Sun–Mercury angle as well as
to the propagation time of the solar wind between the Earth
and Mercury was evaluated using the interplanetary discon-
tinuity linked to the equatorial coronal hole recorded by the
SoHO EIT instrument as a marker. Mercury on the July 13th
appears to have encountered a period of variable sign of the
radial magnetic field component but with long period of
sunward and strong values. As stated in the introduction,
a strong sunward radial component should induce a
preferentially bombardment of the Southern hemisphere as
supported by our observation.
4. Conclusions
[14] Eight consecutive images of the brightness, Doppler
shift and width of Mercury’s exospheric D2 emission line
have been obtained during almost eleven hours by THEMIS
solar telescope using very high resolving power
(370,000). Two high latitude peaks in emission brightness
were visible at the beginning of our sequence of observa-
tion. The Northern hemispheric peak vanished during the
first five hours of observation whereas the Southern peak
lasted during the whole sequence. In the same time, the
Doppler shift changed significantly as well as the Doppler
width. These observations suggest that a strong ejection
event occurred before or at the beginning of our sequence of
observations producing in particular the Northern hemi-
spheric peak. Such an event leads to the formation of a
cloud of sodium atoms probably initially ejected towards
the Sun, then slowed down and accelerated in the anti-
sunward direction by the solar radiation pressure. This first
event of ejection was then followed probably by a second
episode of increased ejection rate preferentially from the
Southern hemisphere.
[15] Baumgardner et al. [2008] and S. Okano et al.
(personal communication, 2008) have recently observed
Mercury’s sodium tail and reported the presence of local-
ized peak of density along the tail that they interpreted as
potentially short time variation in Mercury’s exosphere. We
here show that indeed Mercury’s exosphere significantly
change in less than a few Earth hours.
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